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necessarily more real than mathematical symbols, so he
escaped the chief error of the scientific philosophy of the
nineteenth century.
Maxwell's model had other fascinating features, besides
its  suggestions  of the  electro-magnetic  theory of light.
His vortices with particles of electricity flowing round them
are prophetic of the electron, and the atom with orbital
electrons.    The electric current was, in fact, a stream of
electrons.   Yet Maxwell threw these scientific jewels away.
When he elaborated his theory in the Treatise on Electricity
and Magnetism,  he did not use the  concept of electric
particles in order to arrive at his general equations, as he
had done when he first discovered them.    But when he
reaches the discussion of electrolysis he is forced to speak of
a molecule of electricity.   He writes: "This phrase, gross as
it is, and out of harmony with the rest of this treatise, will
enable us at least to state clearly what is known about
electrolysis, and to appreciate the outstanding difficulties."
If Maxwell had been an exclusively visual thinker he
could probably not have discarded the idea of particles of
electricity.   But he did discard the idea, though he had made
his greatest discovery with its help, and like Faraday, had
been forced to it by the facts of electrolysis.    He was
probably influenced by Faraday's shyness of the idea ol
atoms of electricity, besides the working of his own mind,
Thus Maxwell's prejudice against the particulate concep-
tion of electricity was probably acquired through Faraday
from Davy, who had transmitted the prejudice to his pupil-
Even at the moment when he deserted the particulate idea
he was not without inspiration.   Reflexion on the modern
wave-theory  of particles  shows  how  suitably  the  word
"gross"  describes the idea of an  electron as a simple
particle.    Maxwell rejected the particle also because he
felt that the idea was not sufficiently subtle.
After the five strenuous years in London, Maxwell
resigned from his chair at King's College.in 1865, and
retired to "Glenlair." He was always more attached to his
little estate than to professional position. In this he was
loyal to the traditions of his social class. In 1868, at the

